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Introduction

¶1 The late Herma Hill Kay was the preeminent cataloger of the pioneer women law 
professors1 who taught after the advent of formalized quality recognition of law 

 * © D. Michael Risinger, 2021.
 ** John J. Gibbons Professor of Law Emeritus, Seton Hall University School of Law, Newark, New 
Jersey. I became interested in this topic some years ago while doing extensive research on the life and 
career of Miriam T. Rooney, the founding dean of Seton Hall University School of Law. I regret that I did 
not generate this text before Dean Kay’s untimely death on June 10, 2017. I would like to thank Charles A. 
Sullivan, Maja Basioli, Rachel Godsil, Brittany Persson, Tamara Piety, and Lesley C. Risinger for helpful 
suggestions, edits, and support. All errors remain mine.
  1. Her classic account is Herma Hill Kay, The Future of Women Law Professors, 77 Iowa L. 
Rev. 5 (1991) (hereinafter Kay, Future). She returned to the topic in 2004 in Herma Hill Kay, Ruth Bader 
Ginsburg, Professor of Law, 104 Colum. L. Rev. 1 (2004), and in 2011 in Herma Hill Kay, What I Learned 
About Feminism from Early Women Law Professors, 9 Issues in Legal Scholarship No. 2, Art. 2 (2011), 
without making any relevant amendment to her 1991 article.

As this article was being finalized for publication, a new posthumous book by Herma Hill Kay 
was published. See Herma Hill Kay, Paving the Way: The First American Women Law Professors 
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schools, through either membership in the Association of American Law Schools2 or 
American Bar Association accreditation.3 Dean Kay, however, excluded from her list 
female law librarians who held titles of ordinary faculty professorial rank, apparently 
because, from her point of view, they were not recognized as “full-fledged” faculty 
members.4 In my view, the very fact that they were granted professorial rank, at a time 
when such status was rare for law librarians and even rarer for female law librarians, 
cuts strongly in favor of adding them to any list of pioneer women law faculty. To that 
end, I offer the amendments suggested below.

¶2 But first, I want to address a broader methodological point concerning Dean 
Kay’s list. Dean Kay sought to include only female pioneer law professors who were 
fully recognized as members of the legal academy, even by its predominantly male 
members. Under this stringent standard, she counted only female faculty members at 
schools that were both ABA-accredited and admitted to membership in the AALS. I 
have no quibble with a restrictive approach, directed as it is to an important question 
of the status of women in the legal academy. However, accepting Dean Kay’s timeframe, 
which is anchored to the beginning of ABA accreditation in 1923,5 I believe it was a 

(Patricia Cain ed., 2021). While this book does not change anything said in this article about Professor 
Kay’s methodology or assumptions, it contains a wealth of biographical information about the women on 
her original list, a further compilation of women meeting her criteria hired between 1959 and 1969, and 
information on the progress of women in the academy from the 1960s to the 1980s, among other instruc-
tive things.
 2. Kay, Future, supra note 1, at 6.
 3. Id. at 5 n.5.
 4. Kay’s dismissal of law librarians with professorial rank is made explicit only in a footnote, where 
she says that Miriam Theresa Rooney, who was hired in 1948 as an associate professor of law at Catholic 
University of America School of Law (C.U.A.), was also the law librarian there. Rooney therefore did not 
become a “full-time or full-fledged law professor” until she became the founding dean of Seton Hall Law in 
1951. Future, supra note 1, at 77 n.19. This failed to take into account both Rooney’s previous doctrinal law 
teaching and her extensive publication record. When she was named to the C.U.A. law faculty, Rooney had 
taught jurisprudence for years as an adjunct at Columbus Law School in D.C. (which later merged with 
C.U.A.). She had published a book, Lawlessness, Law, and Sanction (1937) (which is still significant 
enough to be included in HeinOnline’s digitized Legal Classics Library), and three subsequent journal 
articles on legal philosophy. Since 1942, she had been associate editor of the journal The New Scholasticism. 
She was hired onto the faculty at C.U.A. from the State Department, where she was no longer connected 
to the library but had a professional post in the Legal Advisor’s Office. See Department of State 
Biographic Registry 249 (1949) (entry for Miriam T. Rooney). Furthermore, C.U.A.’s press release and 
internal announcements of her appointment emphasized her nonlibrary academic credentials, calling her 
“the first woman to be named to the university faculty at the school of law.” (Washington) Evening Star, 
June 13, 1948, at A-21; C.U.A. Bull., Sept. 1948, at 13. And, during her two-and-a-half years at C.U.A., 
she published three journal articles on jurisprudence and two on women and the law.
 5. The timeframe selected left out pioneering women who taught in law schools before 1923, as 
Dean Kay was well aware. Understandably, however, she viewed these women as beyond the scope of 
her project. She did recognize in her first paragraph the significance of Ellen Spencer Mussey and Emma 
Gillette, members of the D.C. bar who began conducting classes in 1896 for women aspiring to be lawyers 
in Mussey’s office and who, on April 2, 1898, incorporated the Washington College of Law as a degree-
granting institution, which was, at least initially, primarily for women (with Mussey as the first dean). Kay, 
Future, supra note 1, at 1. It seems appropriate for the sake of completeness to note that the first woman 
to teach a course for credit in a recognized law school was Emilie Kempin-Spyri, a Swiss expert on Roman 
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mistake to exclude female full-time faculty with professorial rank at ABA-accredited 
law schools that were not AALS members.

ABA v. AALS

¶3 Dean Kay’s stated reason—the real reason was somewhat different, in my view—
for excluding such women, given in a footnote, was that only faculty at ABA/AALS law 
schools had full recognition as part of the professoriate.6 Practical considerations 
almost certainly played a significant role also, however, since until 1957 no efficient way 
existed to determine the exact faculty list at any law school that was ABA-approved but 
not a member of AALS.7 But, in my opinion, any woman with professorial rank at such 
a school should be included in a list of pioneering female law professors. After all, being 
a woman with a professorial title on the full-time faculty of an ABA-approved law 
school in, say, 1930 would have been pretty good recognition of one’s academic status.

¶4 Current electronic databases make it easier (but not actually easy) to address the 
gap now. Thus far, I have identified only three female professors who taught at ABA-
accredited schools that were not AALS members during the relevant time period:8 

law, who taught a course in Roman law for credit to the (male) students at NYU’s law school in 1890. See 
Karen Berger Morello, The Invisible Bar 79–80 (1986). Lutie A. Lytle was the first black woman to 
teach a course for credit at a recognized law school (Central Tennessee, 1898). About Lytle, see footnote 44 
infra. These four appear to be the only women who taught in recognized law schools in the 19th century.
 6. She explained: “I am limiting my study to women appointed to tenure or tenure-track positions in 
ABA/AALS schools because the legal profession and legal educators recognize that these schools meet basic 
standards of professional competence and educational excellence. The women who gained admission to the 
faculties of these schools, therefore, were accepted by their peers as members of the common enterprise of 
American legal education.” Kay, Future, supra note 1, at 5 n.20.
 7. Until 1957, the only full census of faculty for any set of law schools assembled in one easily acces-
sible place was in the AALS directory, which began publication in 1922, and listed only faculty at AALS 
member schools through 1956. In 1957, the AALS directory started listing faculty at all ABA-approved 
schools. See title page, AALS Directory (1957). Therefore, to include all female faculty at schools that 
were ABA-approved but not AALS members, researching in 1991 when Dean Kay initially wrote, one 
would have had to create a list of ABA-approved schools that were not AALS members in every year from 
1923 through 1956 and then contact each such school to obtain a faculty list for each such year. Hence, I 
believe, her almost necessary reliance on the AALS directories, which she actually describes in an address 
to a meeting at Albany Law School, published as chapter 9 in Pioneering Women Lawyers: From Kate 
Stoneham to the Present 111 (Patricia E. Salkin ed., 2008). Also, Kay may have been influenced to cel-
ebrate the primacy of AALS membership by the fact that she had recently served as president of the AALS 
(1989) when she wrote the article.
 8. Between 1900 and 1923, a fairly extensive search reveals no women with professorial rank on any 
AALS faculty (this includes Barbara Nachtrieb Armstrong, as to whom, see below). If I have overlooked 
anyone, I would be happy to be corrected. From the inception of ABA accreditation in 1923 to the early 
1930s, all newly accredited ABA schools were AALS members, or became both either simultaneously or 
within a year or two, so AALS directories were unlikely to have missed a female with professorial rank. 
(The one exception was Albany Law School, ABA 1930, which did not apply for AALS membership for rea-
sons personal to its administration.) Starting in the early 1930s, as a result, at least in part, of a divergence 
in tactics over how best to eliminate schools with no accreditation, the ABA began approving a small num-
ber of schools that did not obtain AALS membership for some time, and occasionally for decades. I have 
included a list of such schools in appendix 1. I did my best to examine them (including an examination of 
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Helen B. Arthur, Willamette University College of Law (1938);9 Grace Hays Riley, 
Washington College of Law (1940); and Sybil M. Jones, later Sybil Jones Dedmond,10 of 
North Carolina College Law School (1951). Dean Kay notes Dedmond in the text11 and 
Arthur and Riley in a footnote, but she does not directly address their faculty status.12 
But I believe they should be included on any list of pioneer female law professors. I have 
added them to my final list below, and I welcome the discovery of any others.

school websites for claims of early female faculty members) and came up with only the three women noted 
in the text (this includes finding no evidence of librarians with professorial rank in such schools through 
1959). However, as I cannot be sure no one was overlooked, readers are invited to try their hands.
 9. See discussion infra notes 40, 41.
 10. Her name was given as Sybil M. Jones or Sybil Marie Jones in every AALS directory from 1957 
until 1963, when it was changed to Sybil M. Dedmond as a result of her marriage to Nathaniel Dedmond. 
Although she was listed that way in the 1964–1965 directory, she left law teaching in 1964 to go into 
practice with her husband in Pensacola, Florida. See Obituary for Sybil J. Dedmond, ObitTree, https://obit 
tree.com/obituary/us/florida/pensacola/trahan-family-funeral-home/sybil-dedmond/1533060/ [https://
perma.cc/4KZR-TC7X].
 11. Kay, Future, supra note 1, at 9. She said this about Professor Dedmond: “The earliest tenured or 
tenure-track African-American woman law professor I have identified is Sybil Marie Jones Dedmond 
who began teaching in 1951, but who never taught at an ABA-approved, AALS-member school.” Id. But 
since North Carolina College Law School was ABA-accredited, under my approach she should have been 
included. (Five years after Dedmond’s departure in 1964, North Carolina College Law School became 
North Carolina Central University School of Law; see A History of North Carolina Central University, N.C. 
Cent. Univ., http://web.nccu.edu/shepardlibrary/pdfs/centennial/HistoryOfNCCU.pdf [https://perma 
.cc/85JY-T3TD].) 
 12. Dean Kay acknowledged the existence of these two women as a dean and an acting dean of 
Washington College of Law. Kay, Future, supra note 1, at 5 n.3. She mistakes the date of initial ABA 
approval for Washington College of Law, putting it at 1944 based on an erroneous 1988 article in the 
American University Washington College of Law school magazine. See id. Washington College of Law was 
approved in 1940 for addition to the ABA-approved list. 65 Ann. Rep. ABA 343–44 (1940). (The unbro-
ken convention and practice of the ABA is to use the year of first approval by the House of Delegates for 
addition to the approved list, whether or not provisional, and so I have done here.) American’s website 
now gives the proper date of approval, May 14, 1940. Former Deans: Dean Grace Hays Riley, Am. Univ. 
Wash. Coll. of Law, https://www.wcl.american.edu/impact/history/former-deans/dean-grace-hays 
-riley/ [https://perma.cc/JA9V-LRC2]. However, since Washington College of Law got AALS membership 
in 1948, only one year prior to its merger with American University School of Law in 1949, and because 
neither Riley nor Arthur was still on the faculty at that time, they would not have made Kay’s list in any 
event. (Ironically, given its history, there were no women on the full-time faculty of Washington College 
of Law either when it got AALS membership or when it merged with American. See 1948–1949 AALS 
Directory 17–18.

However, the 1940 date of the ABA accreditation of the Washington College of Law does make 
a difference in determining who the first female dean of an ABA-accredited law school was. It has often 
been reported, sometimes by me, that it was Miriam T. Rooney of Seton Hall (1951). However, it was 
not—it was Grace Hays Riley. Rooney was second, although she was the first female dean of a final (non-
provisional) ABA-accredited law school (1955), of an ABA-accredited AALS-member law school (1959), 
and of a Catholic law school (1951), as well as the first woman to hold professorial rank at a Catholic law 
school (1948). (If you count “acting deans,” Arthur would come between them, making Rooney third, but 
I do not count “actings.”)

https://obittree.com/obituary/us/florida/pensacola/trahan-family-funeral-home/sybil-dedmond/1533060/
https://obittree.com/obituary/us/florida/pensacola/trahan-family-funeral-home/sybil-dedmond/1533060/
http://web.nccu.edu/shepardlibrary/pdfs/centennial/HistoryOfNCCU.pdf
https://www.wcl.american.edu/impact/history/former-deans/dean-grace-hays-riley/
https://www.wcl.american.edu/impact/history/former-deans/dean-grace-hays-riley/
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¶5 Lists can be generated and subdivided in many ways.13 My list strives for the 
greatest inclusion consistent with the goal of determining when female faculty were 
gaining recognition and status within the American legal academy.

Female Law Librarians as Pioneer Women Law Professors

¶6 To return to the main focus of this paper, professorial rank was not handed out 
casually to law librarians in general, much less to female law librarians, in Dean Kay’s 
reference period, between the establishment of ABA accreditation in 1923 and the end 
of 1959. Because professorial titles were (and still are) important markers of status in 
the legal academy, I believe such women deserve inclusion in a list of pioneer female law 
professors. To that end, I have endeavored to discover who they were, applying Dean 
Kay’s criterion of professorial rank at ABA/AALS law schools, with the following 
results.

¶7 The 1939–1940 AALS directory lists 83 individuals as librarians, including 22 
with more than 10 years in the position. Of the 22 long termers, 12 were men and 10 
were women, and of the 61 with less than 10 years as librarians, 35 were women, making 
the totals 45 women out of 83 law librarians (54 percent). Most of these (58), both men 
and women, had no claim to faculty status, being listed merely as “librarian” or “law 
librarian,” or perhaps “librarian and secretary to the faculty” or “librarian and registrar.” 
A significant minority (25) had another title. Nine of these, as is shown below, were 
“lecturer,” “lecturer in law,” “instructor,” or “instructor in law.” The titles “instructor” 
and “lecturer” simply do not signify the status that both Dean Kay and I were interested 
in, for reasons fully explained in appendix 2.14 But a substantial number of others (16) 
had professorial titles in addition to their “librarian” designations, ranging from “assis-
tant professor” to “professor of law.” This tended to occur most, as will be seen, at the 
wealthier and more prestigious schools. These individuals would seem to be properly 

 13. One could argue, for example, that if you are concerned about when women full-time faculty 
members unambiguously attained high-status recognition in the legal academy from the dominant pow-
ers that were, you should limit your list to appointments at the highest-ranked law schools. Under this 
approach, the list would still start with Barbara Nachtrieb Armstrong but then skip to Soia Mentschikoff in 
1951 (or perhaps 1947 if you prefer) and then to Ellen Ash Peters, who was hired as an assistant professor 
at Yale in 1956, and arguably (depending on how you rank various law schools as elite at any given time) go 
next to Dean Kay’s own hiring at UC-Berkeley in 1960. (It seems likely that Dean Kay selected her 1959 cut-
off date so as not to appear too self-aggrandizing by including herself on her list.) This is not an unknown 
approach to the status of women in the legal academy. Hiring of women by the “top 16” law faculties has 
been used as one metric to estimate the progress of women in this regard. See Deborah Jones Merritt & 
Barbara F. Reskin, Sex, Race and Credentials: The Truth About Affirmative Action in Law Faculty Hiring, 97 
Colum. L. Rev. 199 (1997); Deborah Jones Merritt & Barbara F. Reskin, New Directions for Women in the 
Legal Academy, 53 J. Legal Ed. 489 (2003).
 14. These two titles were the lowest on the academic totem pole at the time. “Lecturer” was gener-
ally given to part-time teachers but was sometimes bestowed on those employed full time whose teaching 
duties were only part time. “Instructor” was notionally the lowest “faculty” rank, but it was also used for 
part-time teachers. And exactly how much faculty rank an instructor had in any given place (a vote at 
faculty meetings, etc.) is difficult to say.
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counted as having professorial rank and as being members of the full-time faculty (or 
what might today be called the “tenured” or “tenure-track faculty”).15

¶8 The breakdown of these librarians with titles by gender in 1939 to 1940 is as 
follows:

Librarians who had the title “lecturer” or “instructor” in some form (nine, of whom 
three were women):16

•	 Marian Gould (later Marian Gould Gallagher), University of Utah (Lecturer)
	• Percy Hogan, University of Missouri
	• John L. Lewis, William and Mary
	• George W. Lillard, Hartford Law School
	• Philip Marshall, University of Wisconsin
	• Lucy Moore, University of Texas (Instructor)
	• Alfred Morrison, University of Cincinnati
	• Helen Moylan, University of Iowa (Lecturer)
	• William Roalf, Duke

Librarians with regular faculty professorial titles (Assistant Professor, Associate Profes-
sor, or Professor of Law) (15, of whom none were women):17

•	 Arthur S. Beardsley, University of Washington (Professor of Law)
	• Hobart R. Coffey, University of Michigan (Professor of Law)
	• Joseph F. Gaghan, Georgetown (Professor of Law)
	• Frederick C. Hicks, Yale (Professor of Law)
	• Eldon James, Harvard (Professor of Law)
	• Arthur Lenhoff, University of Buffalo (Assistant Professor of Law)
	• Lewis W. Morse, Cornell (Assistant Professor of Law)
	• Gerald O’Leary, Boston College (Assistant Professor of Law)
	• Oscar Orman, Washington University of St. Louis (Assistant Professor of Law)
	• Layton B. Register, Dickinson (Professor of Law)
	• William A. Rhea, Southern Methodist University (Professor of Law)
	• Theodore A. Smedley, Washington & Lee (Associate Professor)
	• Henry E. Springmeyer, USC (Assistant Professor of Law)
	• Samuel E. Thorne, Northwestern (Associate Professor of Law)
	• John H.A. Whitman, Notre Dame (Professor of Law)

 15. Dean Kay put more emphasis on the notion of “tenured” and “tenure-track” appointments than 
I think is either necessary or helpful in the historical period under consideration, for reasons also fully 
explained in appendix 2. So my approach for the reference time period sticks simply to the question of 
whether a law librarian had a professorial appointment on a law faculty.
 16. I omitted Maurine Sharp, who was listed as “acting instructor and librarian” at the University of 
Kentucky. I generally do not count “actings” or “visitors” as having fully achieved the position for which 
they are acting or in which they are visiting. See discussion of Soia Mentschikoff, infra, ¶ 12.
 17. I omitted Francis J. Putman of Pittsburgh, who was undoubtedly a professor of law, but he was 
only the “acting” law librarian.
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I doubt if anyone ever tried to tell Frederick Hicks, Eldon James, or Samuel Thorne that 
they were not actually full members of their faculties.

¶9 By 1948, the picture had changed.18 Now 18 librarians had the title “instructor,” 
6 men and 12 women. There were also more librarians with professorial titles and, more 
important for our purposes, were now 5 female librarians with professorial titles:

•	 Marian Gould Gallagher, University of Washington (Assistant Professor of Law, 
1942, promoted to Associate, 1948)

	• Miriam T. Rooney, Catholic University (Associate Professor of Law, 1948)
	• Harriet French, Miami (Assistant Professor of Law, 1948)
	• Lula Morgan Howard, Lincoln University (Assistant Professor of Law, 1948)
	• Frances H. Schalow, Denver (Assistant Professor of Law, 1948)

¶10 It is true that only two of these women had published by 1948, and only Rooney 
was a significant scholar (both before and after her appointment at Catholic University).19 
But, giving credit where credit is due, accepting the first two women on Kay’s list as 
substantially correct (but not the third, Margaret Amsler, at the date assigned her by 
Dean Kay),20 then Gallagher was the third woman to have professorial rank at a “fully 

 18. For an interesting treatment of the forces leading to this change, see Miles O. Price, The Law School 
Librarian, 1 J. Legal Ed. 268 (1948).
 19. For Miriam Rooney, see note 4, supra. She continued to publish over the next 25 years. Marian 
Gallagher had published one short article, Armchair Tour of the University of Washington Law Library, 20 
Wash. L. Rev. & St. B.J. 211 (1945). However, over the next decades she published fairly extensively on 
issues of law librarianship, she became a tenured full professor of law in 1953, and she created the leading 
training program for law librarians in the country. See Beverly J. Rosenow, Marian Gallagher, Professional: 
Librarian, Scholar, Teacher, 56 Wash. L. Rev. 361 (1981). Within a year of their appointments in 1948, both 
Lula M. Howard and Frances H. Schalow had published short pieces. See Lula M. Howard, Note, Recent 
Tax Court Decision in Section 22(k) Cases, 7 Nat’l B.J. 398 (1949); Frances Hickey Schalow, The Reasonable 
Support Exception of the Connecticut Family Expense Statute, 23 Conn. B.J. 324 (1949). Although Harriet 
French did not publish until 1956, see Note, Constitution of the American Association of Law Libraries, 49 
Law Libr. J. 232 (1956), she was thereafter the author of numerous articles in the reference work Research 
in Florida Law. While none of the latter three women could be called truly significant scholars, it must 
be remembered that two members of Kay’s list (Jeanette Ozanne Smith and Helen Steinbinder) seem to 
have published little or nothing, either at the time of their appointment or in their careers, so significant 
publication was not a sine qua non of inclusion on the Kay list, nor a side effect of her criteria.
 20. Dean Kay lists Margaret Amsler of Baylor at number three, with an appointment date of 1941, but 
that is incorrect—Amsler lists the date of her first appointment as an instructor at Baylor Law School as 
1941–1942 in her AALS bios, but she does not appear in the AALS directory until 1942–1943. According 
to her bio entry that year, she was still in practice at a law firm. In addition, she taught at the law school 
for only two years, becoming an instructor in English at Baylor from 1943–1946, according to her 1946 
AALS directory bio entry, and resumed as an instructor in law in 1946–1947, at which time she was also 
in practice in a firm (Amsler & Amsler). It is apparently true that she served for a time as “acting dean” of 
the Baylor Law School when it reopened in 1946 after being virtually out of operation toward the end of 
World War II, and she had a role in its reopening. However, she does not become, unambiguously, a full-
time law teacher until 1947 (with a professorial title—Associate Professor; see 1947 AALS Directory 30), 
thus dropping her to a still impressive fourth on the ABA/AALS list. Incidentally, she apparently considered 
the acting deanship stint, however long it was, to have been inconsequential because she never listed it in 
her AALS bio.
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approved” law school, Amsler was fourth,21 and Rooney, French, Howard, and Schalow 
were tied for fifth.22 Nineteen forty-eight was a good year for librarians attaining pro-
fessorial rank.23

¶11 And perhaps Howard should have been included on Dean Kay’s list even under 
her own criteria. Although Lincoln was a tiny law school established for black students 
in Missouri after the 1938 Supreme Court decision in Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada, 
it was ABA-accredited in 1939 and gained AALS membership in 1943. While it lasted 
only until the end of the 1954–1955 school year (it became unnecessary as desegrega-
tion moved forward in Missouri after Brown v. Board of Education),24 Howard was fully 
promoted to full professor by 1955. While she was still the “director of the library,” she 
taught a full book of substantive courses (bills and notes, wills, and taxation, besides 

 21. See note 20 supra.
 22. These rank numbers change when the “ABA-only” women are added to the list. See my final list, 
infra, at 42–45.
 23. I went to great lengths to determine whether the professorial ranks listed for librarians were law 
faculty ranks. All had law degrees, and all but two included the explicit “of Law” after the word “Professor” 
in their AALS bios. The two that didn’t use “Professor of Law” used the common alternative adopted by 
many exclusively doctrinal faculty, “Professor, ___ Law School,” which I took to be sufficient if there was 
no information to the contrary.

I encountered only two cases that I regarded as problematic. The first was Lois Inman Baker, 
who was law librarian at the University of Oregon with faculty rank from 1935 on, but her early AALS 
bios make it clear that her rank (instructor, then, in 1949, assistant professor) was in the library science 
department. See 1939 AALS Register 30 (instructor); 1951 AALS Register 49 (“instructor in library 
science since 1935”). In 1953, she was promoted to assistant professor, which led to the problematic entry: 
“Assistant Professor of Law, Univ. of Oregon, since 1935.” 1953 AALS Register 51. This is clearly wrong as 
to the history of her title and its duration, but did it nonetheless signify a professorial appointment in the 
law school? The answer would appear to be no. Although the “of Law” characterization continued through 
1955, the 1956 entry, 1956 AALS Register 54, retreats to the more ambiguous “Assistant Professor, Univ. 
of Oregon, since 1935.” Although it is still inaccurate as to her rank history, the “of Law” has disappeared, 
and every subsequent year to her last entry in 1962 is in this form, except that in 1962 it says “Associate 
Professor, Univ. of Oregon, since 1935.” I think I am justified in assuming that the 1953 title “Assistant 
Professor of Law” was an editing error in regard to the “of Law,” and that Professor Baker never had an 
appointment on the law faculty, which seems especially likely since she had no law degree. For these rea-
sons, I have not included her on my list.

The second and similarly problematic case was Mabel M. Smith, who first appeared in the 
1957 AALS directory with the sparse entry: “Asst. Prof and Librarian, Univ. of Houston College of Law, 
Houston, 4, Texas, b. 1903, B.A. and M.B.A., Univ. of Houston.” 1957 AALS Directory 280. This entry 
continued practically unchanged through the years until its last appearance in 1966. Given her lack of a law 
degree and the absence of any publication that I have been able to find on HeinOnline or elsewhere, I have 
decided that her rank was likely a university library rank, not a law school faculty rank. In the absence of 
other proof, I have omitted her from my list.
 24. The story is a bit complicated. There was already pressure even before the decision in Brown 
to follow the lead of Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Texas to desegregate admissions to graduate programs, 
including law schools, so that “separate but equal” entities, which were very expensive per student, could 
be closed or at least defunded. See Utterly Nonsensical, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Feb. 7, 1954, at 26. In 
July 1954, the University of Missouri “curators” voted to end segregation in all divisions of the university, 
and the decision was then made by Lincoln University to close the law school at the end of the 1954–1955 
school year. See Lincoln U. Law School in City to be Closed, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Aug. 2, 1954, at 1.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ex_rel
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legal bibliography).25 This should make her the first black female full-time teacher to 
hold professorial rank at a fully approved (ABA and AALS) law school under any rea-
sonable set of criteria, unless involvement with the library is treated as an absolute 
disqualifier.26

¶12 So, adding the female librarians with professorial rank at ABA/non-AALS 
schools, and the librarians with faculty rank as listed above, yields an appropriate list of 
10 pioneer female full-time faculty up to 1949. Unless you also want to include Soia 
Mentschikoff in that early set, which Dean Kay did but which I would not. Without 
question, Mentschikoff was the most significant female legal scholar of the 1940s, 
1950s, 1960s, and perhaps beyond, and she was also a revered teacher.27 But, while she 
taught at Harvard Law School for two years from 1947 to 1949, she was a visitor, not a 
member of the regular faculty.28 Of course, her visitorship at Harvard is a notable first 
in itself, making her the first woman to teach a full schedule at Harvard Law School, and 
perhaps the first woman to teach any course for credit there. But, clearly, she cannot be 
counted as having a regular professorial appointment at Harvard in 1947 or at any time. 
I believe she should not be listed until 1951, when she joined the University of Chicago 
faculty.29

¶13 Librarians did not stop attaining professorial rank in law schools in 1948. In 
1949, Breta Peterson of Nebraska30 and Doris Fenneberg of Toledo were made assistant 

 25. 1955 AALS Register 146.
 26. Which Dean Kay did not invariably do. She gave a 1956 start date for faculty status to Janet Mary 
Riley, even though Riley, while not formally “librarian” as of 1956, remained “faculty supervisor of the 
library” until 1958. I think it would have been appropriate to accord Lula Howard the same treatment, at 
least by 1955. However, Dean Kay’s article gives no indication that she was aware of Lula Morgan Howard.
 27. See generally Zapporah Batshaw Wiseman, Soia Mentschikoff, in Women in Law: A Bio-
Bibliographic Sourcebook 171 (Rebecca Mae Salokar & Mary L. Volcansek eds., 1996). Mentschikoff 
was revered by, among others, Dean Kay, who attended the University of Chicago Law School from 1956 
to 1959.
 28. Mentschikoff visited at Harvard from 1947 to 1948, and the following year she and her husband 
Karl Llewellyn (then on the faculty of Columbia Law School) visited at Harvard together, apparently 
as what would now be called “look-see” visitors. Mentschikoff was offered a tenure-track position, but 
Llewellyn was not, reportedly because his drinking offended Erwin Griswold. Mentschikoff declined the 
offer and went back to New York with Llewellyn, who returned to Columbia until something was arranged 
for both of them at the University of Chicago in 1951. These details are drawn from Wiseman, supra note 
27, at 175–76. Robert Whitman, Soia Mentschikoff and Karl Llewellyn: Moving Together to the University 
of Chicago Law School, 24 Conn. L. Rev. 1119, 1126–28 (1992), gives a slightly different version of events, 
which is consistent in its main contours and easily reconcilable with the version given by Wiseman.
 29. Of course, readers can construct their own lists using Mentschikoff ’s Harvard visitorship start date 
of 1947 if they find my reasoning unpersuasive.
 30. I have excluded Breta Peterson for 1948 and before. She listed herself in her AALS bio as “Assistant 
Professor and Librarian” at the University of Chicago Law School from 1946–1949, but the 1948–1949 
bulletin of the University of Chicago Law School lists her as “Research Associate.” The mystery is further 
heightened by the fact that there were five others in that bulletin listed merely as “Research Associates,” all 
male, who also gave their rank as “assistant professor and research associate” in their AALS bios. It was not 
that there were not actual assistant professors, full stop, at Chicago, as two of those are listed in the bul-
letin besides those listed there as merely “Research Associate.” It is a mystery. There was clearly something 
strange about these titles at Chicago at that time. In fact, in 1953, the University of Chicago made a sort 
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professors (both had served as librarians with the rank of instructor before that); and 
in 1950, Helen Hargrave of Texas was similarly made an assistant professor. In 1952, 
Eileen Haughey Searls was hired as law librarian and assistant professor of law at St. 
Louis University School of Law, where she remained for 48 years.31

¶14 In 1953, Dorothy Salmon was hired as assistant professor of law and librarian 
at the University of Kentucky. Also in 1953, Helen McLaury was hired as assistant pro-
fessor of law and law librarian at Montana State University (later the University of 
Montana) School of Law. And in 1954, Jeanne Ashman was hired as assistant professor 
of law and law librarian at Washington University in St. Louis.

¶15 In 1955, Dorothy Clarke was hired as assistant professor of law and law librar-
ian at the University of Kansas, and Eileen Murphy was hired as assistant professor of 
law and law librarian at the University of Connecticut, where she stayed until 1957. 
When she left, she was replaced by Shirley Raissi (later Bysiewicz) as assistant professor 
of law and law librarian, making Connecticut only one of two law schools with two 
names on my list32 (the other pair were Jeanette Ozanne Smith and M. Minette Massey 
of the University of Miami, both of whom were on Dean Kay’s original list).

¶16 To round out the list of pioneer female librarian law professors, in 1955 Mary 
W. Oliver became assistant professor of law and law librarian at the University of North 
Carolina; in 1956, Patricia Joyce Coffman became law librarian and assistant professor 
of law at Mercer University, and Margaret Coonan became assistant professor of law 
and law librarian at the University of Maryland. Finally, in 1959, Margaret E. Hall 
became associate professor of law and law librarian at the University of Puerto Rico.33 
I have added each to my expanded list of women law professors.

of clarification that indicated that “Research Associate” was not a professorial title (see 1953–1954 AALS 
Directory 30, listing “Research Associates” as a group separately from the rest of the faculty). However, 
Peterson, who had been the librarian at the University of Nebraska Law School for a year (with the title of 
“Instructor”) before going to Chicago in 1946, returned to Nebraska in 1949, at which point she was listed 
as an Assistant Professor of Law and Librarian at Nebraska in 1949–1950, which was undoubtedly accu-
rate. Because of my inability to resolve her actual Chicago status completely, and Chicago’s own separate 
listing in 1953–1954, I have listed her professorial faculty hire date as 1949.
 31. See the tributes to her as a creative librarian, a wise faculty member, a scholar, and a colleague, 
Tributes, 44 St. Louis U. L.J. 789 (2000). Should anyone think that a law librarian could not be a full 
member of a law faculty in the early 1950s, these tributes should disabuse them. Consider, for instance, 
the following from Vincent C. Immel, who was on the faculty when she arrived: “From the beginning she 
was an active member of the faculty and participated in all stages of faculty governance.” Id. at 793. She 
died in 2019. See Eileen Haughey Searls, J.D.: 1925–2019, St. Louis U. (Jan. 8, 2019), https://www.slu.edu 
/news/2019/january/eileen-searls-obit.php [https://perma.cc/EGR4-T6DK].
 32. After Eileen Murphy left the University of Connecticut, she became the law librarian for the U.S. 
Department of Justice Civil Division and then, in 1959, the law librarian for the general counsel’s office of 
General Motors. But she remained very active in academic circles. See Sheila F. Murphy, Memorial: Eileen 
M. Murphy, 92 Law Libr. J. 113 (2000). Shirley Bysiewicz remained at Connecticut until 1989 and is cel-
ebrated there as the first female tenured full professor of law. See Faculty Profile & Scholarship, 1942–1962, 
UConn Sch. of L. Thomas J. Meskill L. Libr., https://library.law.uconn.edu/about-archives-special 
-collections-law-school-archives/faculty-profile-scholarship-1942-1962 [https://perma.cc/X65V-PRE8].
 33. I have included the University of Puerto Rico as an appropriate venue for a pioneer female 
American law professor and excluded the University of the Philippines, which also at one point had a 

https://library.law.uconn.edu/about-archives-special-collections-law-school-archives/faculty-profile-scholarship-1942-1962
https://library.law.uconn.edu/about-archives-special-collections-law-school-archives/faculty-profile-scholarship-1942-1962
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Some Tweaks to Dean Kay’s List (Without Any Exclusions)

¶17 To return to an examination of the rest of Dean Kay’s list, as noted above, even 
for those she included on her list who had begun as librarians, Dean Kay seems to have 
posited that until a woman both held faculty rank and escaped the library to a position 
totally devoted to doctrinal instruction (whatever her scholarly production), she had 
not “arrived” enough to count. That makes some sense perhaps in regard to librarians 
who never held professorial faculty rank while they were librarians and subsequently 
moved to a regular doctrinal teaching slot with professorial rank. This applies to at least 
two women on her list, Janet Mary Riley of Loyola of New Orleans, and Helen 
Steinbinder of Georgetown. Riley was the law librarian from 1945 to 1956. She finished 
her LL.B. in 1952 and was given the title “instructor” with her librarianship. In 1956, 
she became an assistant professor of law and stepped down from being librarian, 
although she remained “faculty supervisor of the law library,” a role she had shed by 
1958. Likewise, Steinbinder worked as a cataloger at the Library of Congress while 
attending Georgetown Law School. She received her LL.B. in 1955 and was then a 
research librarian at Georgetown from 1955 to 1957, when she left the library and 
became a professor of law.34 So, for these individuals, their tenure as law librarians does 
not properly put them on a list of women with faculty rank because they did not have 
such rank while they were librarians. But this was not true of the others.

¶18 Nor do I count doctrinal teaching until a nonvisiting professorial title was 
obtained (vide Mentschikoff above), but I do count librarians who were granted profes-
sorial titles whatever they did or did not teach. For instance, Dorothy Wright Nelson of 
USC was an “instructor” in 1957 to 1958, becoming an assistant professor in 1959, so I 
count her only as of 1959. Similarly, M. Minette Massey was hired as an assistant librar-
ian and instructor upon completing her LL.B. at Miami in 1951. She then was made an 
assistant professor and assistant librarian in 1953, began teaching an expanded set of 
doctrinal courses, and received promotion to associate professor in the normal course 
in 1958, at which point she shed her library responsibilities but continued to teach more 
or less the same courses as previously. I believe she should be counted as a member of 
the Miami faculty with professorial rank from 1953 onward.

female law librarian with professorial rank. The University of Puerto Rico School of Law was both ABA-
accredited and a member of the AALS, in contrast to the University of the Philippines, which was an AALS 
member since the colonial period before World War II but was never ABA-accredited, and it appears never 
to have applied for such accreditation, for the obvious reason that it was a law school in a completely foreign 
jurisdiction and, after 1946, in an independent country.
 34. It was not 1956, as Kay has it. It also seems striking that a 35-year-old woman two years out 
of law school with no scholarly record beyond a short case note, Note, 42 Geo. L.J. 161 (1953), would 
be appointed “Professor of Law,” but that is how she lists herself in her bio in the 1958 AALS directory 
and in every year thereafter. See, e.g., 1976 AALS Directory 40 (Georgetown faculty roster); id. at 905 
(Steinbinder bio entry).
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¶19 On the other hand, Clemence Myers Smith of Loyola Los Angeles began as an 
instructor in 1953 but did not obtain professorial rank until 1957,35 so I count her date 
of hire onto the full-time professorial faculty as 1957.

¶20 Joan Miday Krauskopf graduated from Ohio State in 1957. She listed herself as 
assistant professor at Ohio State in 1958, as instructor in 1959, and as assistant profes-
sor again in 1960. Actually, she was hired as an assistant professor only in 1959–1960. 
At the end of 1960, she moved to Missouri in some nonacademic capacity, lectured part 
time at University of Missouri Columbia until 1974, and then joined that faculty full 
time before returning to Ohio State in 1987.36 At any rate, her date of hire onto a profes-
sorial faculty line should still be 1959.37

Final List

¶21 My list of early professorial appointments of women at approved law schools 
(either ABA-accredited only or ABA-accredited and members of AALS) prior to 1960 
contains these 35 women:

 1. Barbara Nachtrieb Armstrong, Assistant Professor of Social Economics and 
Law, U.C. Berkeley, 1923.38

2. Harriet Spiller Daggett, Assistant Professor of Law, LSU, 1927.39

3. Helen B. Arthur (later Helen Arthur Adair),40 Professor of Law, Willamette 
University College of Law, 1938.41

 35. Her AALS bios were ambiguous concerning this until 1963, when she clarified that she ceased 
being an instructor and became an assistant professor of law in 1957.
 36. All this is detailed in her 1990 AALS directory bio entry.
 37. She was just 27, which is pretty impressive in itself. She was the second youngest hire of a woman 
into a professorial rank before 1960. Ellen Ash Peters beat her by a year—she was only 26 when hired as 
assistant professor at Yale in 1956. Peters went on to teach at Yale her entire academic career. She was 
the first woman to gain tenure at Yale, later leaving a named chair (she was the Southmayd Professor of 
Law) in 1977 when she was appointed to the Connecticut Supreme Court, where she later became chief 
justice. She is still alive as of this writing. See Ellen Ash Peters, Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki 
/Ellen_Ash_Peters [https://perma.cc/Z2HX-AU79].
 38. The 1919 designation given by Kay is too early by Armstrong’s own account, according to her first 
biographical entry in the 1924 AALS directory. She obtained her LL.B. and her Ph.D. in economics both in 
1915. From 1919 to 1923, she was an instructor who taught both in the law school and in the economics 
department. In 1923, her rank became “Assistant Professor of Social Economics and Law.” I won’t quibble 
over the impressive joint appointment, but her date of professorial rank is 1923. Incidentally, for anyone 
inclined to check this research, it might be helpful to know that in 1924 she appears sub nomine Barbara 
Nachtrieb Grimes, and she is Grimes until 1926, when she becomes Armstrong. She was fully promoted 
by 1935. See 1939 AALS Directory 35.
 39. Dean Kay says 1926, but the date was actually 1927, according to Daggett’s 1928 AALS bio and her 
1939 and 1960 AALS bios, and others. She was fully promoted by 1931. See 1939 AALS Directory 56.
 40. The “Adair” resulted from her marriage to Joe V. Adair in 1945 and lasted until his death in 
1977. See Joe V. Adair, Find a Grave, https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/255475/joe-v-adair [https://
perma.cc/JB95-E83G]. Helen died in 1983. Helen Blanchard Arthur Adair, Find a Grave, https://www 
.findagrave.com/memorial/255447/helen-blanchard-adair [https://perma.cc/S4S7-JK7K].
 41. When I began this piece, I assumed that Professor Arthur would rank after Grace Hays Riley, with 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ellen_Ash_Peters
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ellen_Ash_Peters
https://perma.cc/Z2HX-AU79
https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/255475/joe-v-adair
https://perma.cc/JB95-E83G
https://perma.cc/JB95-E83G
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4. Grace Hayes Riley, Dean and Professor of Law, Washington College of Law, 
1940.42

5. Marian Gould Gallagher, Assistant Professor of Law and Librarian, University 
of Washington, 1942.

6. Margaret Amsler, Associate Professor of Law, Baylor, 1947.
7. Miriam T. Rooney, Associate Professor of Law and Law Librarian, Catholic, 

1948.
7. Harriet French, Assistant Professor of Law and Law Librarian, Miami, 1948.
7. Lula Morgan Howard, Assistant Professor of Law and Law Librarian, Lincoln 

University, 1948.
7. Frances H. Schalow, Assistant Professor of Law and Law Librarian, Denver, 

1948.
11. Breta Peterson, Assistant Professor of Law and Law Librarian, Nebraska, 1949.
11. Doris Fenneberg, Assistant Professor and Law Librarian, Toledo, 1949.
11. Jeanette Ozanne Smith, Assistant Professor of Law, Miami, 1949.
14. Helen Hargrave, Assistant Professor of Law and Law Librarian, Texas, 1950.
15. Sybil Jones, later Sybil Jones Dedmond, Assistant Professor of Law, North 

Carolina College (later North Carolina Central University), 1951. She is often 
referred to as the first black female law professor.43 However, as explained 
above, under my criteria I believe she should be ranked second, after Lula 
Morgan Howard.44

the same date, that is, 1940, the year of ABA approval of Washington College of Law. Arthur was hired 
away from Willamette in late 1939 by Dean Riley as one of four people brought on full time to satisfy the 
requirement for full-time faculty demanded by the ABA for accreditation. See Notes and Personals, 9 Am. L. 
Sch. Rev. 499, 507–08 (1939). However, I discovered that Arthur had previously been a full professor of law 
at Willamette at least by 1938 until she was hired by Washington College of Law. See 27 The Wahlulah, 
Ann. Publ’n Assoc. Students of Willamette Univ. 29 (1938), https://libmedia.willamette.edu/cview 
/wallulah.html#!doc:page:wallulah/1938/jp2/0/15/0/ [https://perma.cc/89UE-YFBM], where Arthur is 
pictured along with the following text: “Helen Arthur, A.B., LL.B., LL.M., Professor of Law, 1938.” And 
since Willamette became ABA-approved in 1938 when Arthur was still on the faculty, see Proceedings of 
the House of Delegates, 63 Ann. Rep. Am. Bar Ass’n 143, 162 (1938), she ranks above Dean Riley in order 
of priority under the criteria I am using.
 42. Dean Riley was the dean who obtained ABA approval for the Washington College of Law in 1940. 
See supra note 12.
 43. See Obituary for Sybil J. Dedmond, supra note 10.
 44. Although Lutie A. Lytle is often mentioned in this regard, I do not think she qualifies for that title, 
notwithstanding the fact that she was a fascinating and significant figure in the history of black women 
lawyers. Lytle grew up in Kansas, graduated first (in a class of two) from Central Tennessee University with 
an LL.B. in 1897, was admitted to the Tennessee and Kansas bars, and was apparently hired in the fall of 
1898 as the librarian at Central Tennessee. This does not appear on any faculty or administration list in the 
1898 catalog, but only in a set of alumni notes included at the back of the law faculty section of the catalog, 
which are not sourced. Her alumni entry reads: “Lutie A. Lytle, LL.B., librarian, teacher in Law Department 
Central Tennessee College, Nashville, Tenn.” See 1898 Catalogue of Central Tennessee College 59, 
https://hdl.handle.net/2027/uiug.30112098083253 [https://perma.cc/69MA-FFDD].

So Lytle’s duties appear to have included teaching a course or courses, despite the ambiguity in the 
extant Central Tennessee records. Press accounts described a number of courses she was expecting to teach 
or that she might teach. (The stories appeared initially in Kansas newspapers and were later picked up as 

https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhdl.handle.net%2F2027%2Fuiug.30112098083253&data=02%7C01%7CMichael.Risinger%40shu.edu%7C9664be46aada494f5b9a08d80722b879%7C51f07c2253b744dfb97ca13261d71075%7C1%7C0%7C637267192985080971&sdata=dL5IO97RuZjO5XTKdGz1v06%2BJNiAg%2B2vtO%2B%2BqhVS9LQ%3D&reserved=0
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15. Soia Mentschikoff, Chicago, 1951.* Here I must explain the asterisk. 
Mentschikoff went to Chicago with her husband Karl Llewellyn as part of a 
package deal.45 Because of an anti-nepotism rule forbidding husband-wife 
faculty appointments on the same department or school faculty, Chicago could 
only give her the title of “professorial lecturer.” It did not carry the possibility 
of formal tenure (which she always said, rightly, that she personally didn’t 
need), but otherwise she seems to have participated fully in committee work 
and other elements of faculty life. When Llewellyn died in 1962, she was made 
a full professor virtually immediately. She stayed at Chicago for 23 years, until 
1974. It seems appropriate to grant her the date of initial appointment under 
these very special circumstances, although I still think it inappropriate for 
these purposes to count the Harvard visitorship.

17. Eileen Haughey Searls, Assistant Professor of Law and Law Librarian, St. Louis 
University, 1952.

18. M. Minette Massey, Assistant Professor of Law and Assistant Law Librarian, 
Miami, 1953.

18. Helen McLaury, Assistant Professor of Law and Law Librarian, Montana State 
University School of Law, 1953.

18. Dorothy Salmon, Assistant Professor of Law and Law Librarian, Kentucky, 
1953.

21. Jeanne Ashman, Assistant Professor of Law and Librarian, Washington 
University of St. Louis, 1954.

items by newspapers in Chicago and New York.) While she appears to have stayed in this position for only 
a year and never had a formal faculty title so far as the catalogs of Central Tennessee reveal—certainly 
none including the word “professor”—it seems most likely that she taught a course or courses during the 
years 1898 to 1899, which would make her the first black woman to teach courses for credit at a recognized 
law school, that is, recognized in the sense that its diploma officially counted for something. Although 
there was no centrally administered bar exam in Tennessee at that time (I thank Taja-Nia Henderson for 
pointing this out to me), Central Tennessee was sufficiently recognized by Tennessee authorities for its 
graduates, along with those of white Tennessee law schools, to be granted a kind of “diploma privilege” to 
enter the bar without having read law in a law office).

In the next year’s catalog (1899–1900), there is no mention of her in the Law Department section, 
but an alumni list for all departments of the college at the back of the catalog carries forward the entry 
from the previous year in exact terms on the last page (p. 115). This is weak evidence of her continued 
connection. All in all, as noted above, it seems most likely that whatever her role, it lasted only a year. 
On Lutie Lytle, see generally Taja-Nia Y. Henderson, “I Shall Talk to My Own People”: The Intersectional 
Life and Times of Lutie A. Lytle, 102 Iowa L. Rev. 1983 (2017). This article is a work of extensive histori-
cal research and well worth reading. It is very instructive as to Lytle’s history and place in the culture of 
late 19th century Kansas as a member of a relatively prosperous black Exoduster family, although I think 
Professor Henderson (and others) bestow the title “professor” on Lytle a bit too loosely. See id. at 2005, 
2007. I grant that modern usage often bestows the honorific “professor” on any law teacher when within 
the classroom or dealing with students, but those without faculty rank (even those termed “adjunct pro-
fessor” officially) are not expected to use the title outside the instructional setting. Hence I believe the 
palm belongs to Lula Morgan Howard, but of course anyone is free to differ on characterization once the 
historical facts are acknowledged.
 45. Whitman, supra note 28, at 1126–28.
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22. Dorothy Clarke, Assistant Professor of Law and Law Librarian, Kansas, 1955.
22. Eileen Murphy, Assistant Professor of Law and Law Librarian, Connecticut, 

1955.
22. Mary W. Oliver, Assistant Professor of Law and Law Librarian, University of 

North Carolina, 1955.
25. Patricia Joyce Coffman, Assistant Professor of Law and Law Librarian, Mercer, 

1956.
25. Margaret Coonan, Assistant Professor of Law and Law Librarian, Maryland, 

1956 (Associate, 1956).
25. Ellen Ash Peters, Assistant Professor of Law, Yale, 1956.
25. Janet Mary Riley, Assistant Professor of Law (and Faculty Supervisor of the Law 

Library), Loyola, New Orleans, 1956.
29. Shirley Raissi, later Bysiewicz, Assistant Professor of Law and Law Librarian, 

University of Connecticut, 1957.
29. Clemence Myers Smith, Professor of Law, Loyola of Los Angeles, 1957.
31. Helen Steinbinder, Professor of Law, Georgetown, 1958.
32. Margaret E. Hall, Associate Professor of Law and Law Librarian, Puerto Rico, 

1959.
32. Joan Miday Krauskopf, Assistant Professor of Law, Ohio State, 1959.
32. Marygold Shire Melli, Assistant Professor of Law, Wisconsin, 1959.
32. Dorothy Wright Nelson, Assistant Professor of Law, USC, 1959.

Appendix 1

¶22 Chronological Master List—ABA but Non-AALS Law Schools, plus gap in years 
before AALS membership:

1. University of Alabama 1926–1928
2. University of Arkansas 1926–1927
3. Southern Methodist 1927–1929
4. University of Utah 1927–1929
5. Valparaiso  1929–1930
6. University of Arizona  1930–1931
7. University of Georgia  1930–1931
8. Stetson University 1930–1931
9. Albany 1930–1947
10. Baylor 1931–1938
11. Louisville  1931–1933
12. Loyola New Orleans 1931–1934
13. Dickinson  1931–1934
14. Boston College 1932–1937
15. William and Mary 1932–1937
16. University of Connecticut 1933–1946
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17. Detroit Mercy  1933–1934
18. Temple 1933–1935
19. Loyola Los Angeles 1935–1937
20. University of San Francisco 1935–1937
21. Chicago-Kent  1936–1951
22. Missouri-Kansas City  1936–1938
23. Indiana at Indianapolis 1936–1944
24. University of Buffalo  1936–1937
25. Brooklyn  1937–1973
26. St. John’s 1937–1946
27. Santa Clara 1937–1940
28. Wayne State 1937–1946
29. Willamette 1937–1946
30. William Mitchell 1938–1942
31. Hastings 1939–1949
32. University of Toledo 1939–1941
33. Lincoln Law School of St. Louis  1939–1943 (ceased operation 1956)
34. Washington College of Law 1940–1947 (merged with American 

University, 1949)
35. University of Newark 1941–1946 (AALS upon acquisition by 

Rutgers University, and renamed Rutgers 
University School of Law, 1946)

36. Detroit College of Law  1941–1946
37. Miami 1941–1946
38. Puerto Rico 1945–1948
39. Ohio Northern  1948–1965
40. St. Mary’s 1948–1949
41. Samford (Cumberland) 1949–1952
42. Texas Southern  1949–2014
43. Rutgers, Camden 1950–1951 (separate ABA approval, 1950, 

AALS, 1951)
44. UCLA 1950–1952
45. Capital  1950–1983
46. Houston 1950–1955 
47. North Carolina Central  1950–2012
48. Tulsa  1950–1966
49. Gonzaga 1951–1977
50. John Marshall (Chicago)  1951–1959 (now part of UIC)
51. Southern University 1953–2011
52. Suffolk  1953–1977
53. New York Law School 1954–1974
54. Northern Kentucky 1954–1984
55. Golden Gate  1956–1980
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56. Cleveland State 1957–1980
57. South Texas College of Law 1959–1998

Appendix 2—A Note on Rank, Tenure, and “Tenure Tracks”

¶23 Dean Kay emphasized women faculty who were hired in a “tenure track” or 
achieved “tenure,”46 without dealing with the difficulties of those terms during her ref-
erence period (1923–1959 inclusive). It seems that until 1940, at least, there was no such 
thing as a hire onto a tenure track in the way we understand it today—that is, a proba-
tionary period of determinate length, followed by either a grant of tenure (a contract of 
indefinite duration with no fixed termination point) or separation from the institution. 
It appears that a different set of conventions held in the reference period, having to do 
with the distinction between “junior faculty” (which included, in the context of a full-
time appointment, the ranks of “instructor” and “assistant professor”) and “senior fac-
ulty,” which comprised the ranks of “associate professor” and “full professor” (or simply 
“professor” full stop). Prior to 1940, full-time appointments to the junior faculty ranks 
were generally year-to-year, with no guarantee of promotion, no formal expectancy of 
an opportunity for promotion, and no job security should the administration decide 
not to renew. It was expected, however, that anyone who reached a senior rank of asso-
ciate professor or full professor would receive an open-ended contract and thus be 
dischargeable only for “cause,” whatever that might mean at the time, with some proce-
dural rights attached to the determination of “cause.” 47 And while this was the system 
that obtained generally in colleges and universities that were members of the Association 
of American Colleges (AAC) (with whom the American Association of University 
Professors (AAUP) had negotiated the initial standards in 1925), there is no reason to 
suspect that the general practices were any different in law schools attached to such 
institutions or any accredited law school not so attached.

¶24 All this changed in 1940, when the system was revised after five years of difficult 
negotiations between the AAUP and the AAC.48 One of the main problems addressed 
in the famous 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure was the 
status of junior faculty in the system (although the language used applied to all full-time 
initial appointments of the rank of instructor or above). Here is the operative 
language: 

After the expiration of a probationary period, teachers or investigators should have permanent or 
continuous tenure, and their service should be terminated only for adequate cause . . . .

In the interpretation of this principle . . . the following represents acceptable academic prac-
tice: 

1. The precise terms and conditions of every appointment should be stated in writing and 

 46. Kay, Future, supra note 1, at 5–8.
 47. See generally Walter P. Metzger, The 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure, 
Law & Contemp. Probs., Summer 1990, at 3.
 48. There was a 1938 statement on the subject, but it never went into full effect. See id. at 55–63.
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be in the possession of both institution and teacher before the appointment is consummated.

2. Beginning with the appointment to the rank of full-time instructor or a higher rank, the 
probationary period should not exceed seven years . . . Notice should be given at least one year 
prior to the expiration of the probationary period if the teacher is not to be continued in service 
after the expiration of that period.49

¶25 This text left a lot of questions unanswered. It arguably dealt with the problem 
of junior faculty by making junior faculty in one sense worse off—it promulgated a rule 
that required an institution to make a decision either to give a junior faculty member 
an open-ended contract (tenure) or to give notice of an intent to discharge him or her, 
within six years of first appointment; if this was not done, the junior faculty member 
achieved “de facto” tenure by being dischargeable thereafter only for cause.50 It also 
arguably meant that anyone appointed as a full-time “instructor” was on a tenure track 
and might obtain tenure in that rank. Since the AALS adopted the 1940 statement in 
1946,51 the 1940 statement notionally applied to law schools as well, although, in law 
schools at least, I have discovered no evidence that anyone actually became a tenured 
instructor. This is just one way in which practice at individual institutions might 
diverge from theory, but without being able to examine appointment letters for full-
time instructors or others, mapping practice in this era is difficult to impossible. That 
is why I have stuck to professorial rank in a law school as my criterion of inclusion, 
independent of the issue of the meaning of tenure or tenure track status at any given 
time in any given place.52

 49. 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure, Am. Ass’n Univ. Profs. 3, https://
www.aaup.org/file/1940%20Statement.pdf [https://perma.cc/2SMB-E37L].
 50. The document also provided that if the initial appointment were to a senior rank, it could also be 
subject to the probationary period. Id.
 51. 1946 AALS Proc. 68.
 52. Sadly, there is one person of some note that the professorial rank criterion leaves out but that 
an expansive view of a “tenure track” appointment might include: Jane Marshall Lucas of Howard Law 
School. In 1946, it appears that the powers at Howard Law School decided to hire a female faculty member. 
They set their sights on H. Elsie Austin, an accomplished black woman lawyer in her late 30s. For more 
on Austin, see Helen Elsie Austin, Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helen_Elsie_Austin [https://
perma.cc/R3XH-C3NU].

Austin apparently decided not to join the faculty at the last minute, and they set about looking 
for a replacement on short notice. Twenty-six-year-old Jane Marshall Lucas was available. Lucas had taken 
her B.A. at Howard in 1941, then gone to law school at the University of Michigan, where she was the 
first black woman to graduate. For all these details, see Jane Cleo Marshall Lucas, Breaking New Ground 
with Grace: The University of Michigan’s First Black Woman Law Graduate, in Rebels in Law: Voices in 
History of Black Woman Lawyers 86–89 (J. Clay Smith ed., 1998). By 1946, Lucas had passed the 
Maryland bar and was in D.C. where her husband was in medical school, but because she was not in active 
practice, she was available on short notice. Id. They hired her as an instructor at the last minute to teach in 
1946 to 1947. Her position as instructor was renewed for the next four years, but she left in 1950 because 
her husband had obtained an internship in New York. Although she taught for four years as an instruc-
tor, it does not appear that either she or the school viewed this as a long-term career opportunity. The 

https://www.aaup.org/file/1940%20Statement.pdf
https://www.aaup.org/file/1940%20Statement.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helen_Elsie_Austin
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University of Michigan Law School celebrates her on its website as the first female member of the Howard 
full-time faculty, which is accurate in this form.

Similarly, Albany Law School celebrates Mary Cox Farrington, Instructor and Law Librarian, 
beginning in 1947, as the first female member of its faculty. Pioneering Women, Alb. L. Sch., https://www 
.albanylaw.edu/about/history/Pages/Women.aspx [https://perma.cc/SXZ2-JF72]. She served until 1956 
but was never promoted to professorial rank (although arguably she had become that rara avis, an instruc-
tor with tenure, if anyone was paying any attention to the 1940 AAUP Statement that had been adopted 
by the AALS in 1946). It is not known why she departed, but she was later the librarian for the program in 
criminal justice at SUNY Albany. Membership News, 60 Law Libr. J. 288, 291 (1967). Because she never 
had professorial rank, she is not on my list.

https://www.albanylaw.edu/about/history/Pages/Women.aspx
https://www.albanylaw.edu/about/history/Pages/Women.aspx

